
When You Write Online -- What to Think About

When you write online you are an author so you need to be sure of your audience. The people

who read and respond to your writing are the people in your audience. People often use two

different writing styles online, and each time an author writes, he or she must be careful to

know who will be reading — who are the people in the online audience?

● Audiences that Read for Entertainment or Amusement – When you are on-line

and writing for this audience you are mostly doing it for entertainment and fun.

People often feel free to shorten words, leave out upper case letters, and use slang.

Sometimes people use one or two word sentences. This is fine, however too much

adjusting of words makes the reading difficult for some people in your audience. They

may decide not to read future things that you write.

● Audiences that Read to Learn or Exchange Ideas – The readers in this audience

do not want to be distracted because they are reading to learn and to share

information.  They want to see complete words, strong sentences, and

well-thought-out ideas. One and two word sentences or responses are not appreciated.

Most of the time this 5th grade blog is for learning and exchanging ideas. We want to take the

time to think through or polish our writing, and we want to make it so good that other people

enjoy what they are reading. We want people to take our thoughts seriously and come back to

read other ideas that we write about on-line. Once we are more accomplished at using this

blog and responding to teacher posts we can open up the student blogs for you to write your

own posts. We might even invite other readers from GDS and beyond to join the blog as

readers. Maybe they can leave some comments.

○ Please take a few minutes to share your thoughts about good online writing.

○ What do you do to improve your writing and make it interesting to other readers?

○ What tips can you offer to your fellow students and blog writers?

Is there an online author you really enjoy reading?


